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Abstract: Data-intensive applications are generating massive amounts of data which is stored on
cloud computing platforms where distributed file systems are utilized for storage at the back end.
Most users of those applications deployed on cloud computing systems read data more often than
they write. Hence, enhancing the performance of read operations is an important research issue.
Prefetching and caching are used as important techniques in the context of distributed file systems to
improve the performance of read operations. In this research, we introduced a novel highly relevant
frequent patterns (HRFP)-based algorithm that prefetches content from the distributed file system
environment and stores it in the client-side caches that are present in the same environment. We
have also introduced a new replacement policy and an efficient migration technique for moving the
patterns from the main memory caches to the caches present in the solid-state devices based on a
new metric namely the relevancy of the patterns. According to the simulation results, the proposed
approach outperformed other algorithms that have been suggested in the literature by a minimum of
15% and a maximum of 53%.

Keywords: frequent patterns; cloud computing systems; prefetching; caching and replacement
methods; distributed file systems

1. Introduction

Distributed file system (DFS) is a client-server architecture which enables web applica-
tions to store, retrieve, and process data from cloud computing platforms. A DFS creates
the impression to the user that the data is kept on the same node (computer system) where
the user is working even though the data is actually stored on some other nodes. DFS is a
crucial component on cloud computing platforms which is utilized as storage at the back
end. Cloud computing platforms are commonly used to deploy data-intensive applications
due to their enormous storage and processing capacities. The users of such data-intensive
applications that are deployed in the cloud perform read access requests (read requests)
more frequently when compared to write requests [1,2]. Therefore improving the perfor-
mance of read operations carried out on the DFS is a significant and challenging research
problem. The main aim of this research is to improve the performance of read operations by
proposing highly relevant frequent patterns-based prefetching, caching, and replacement
algorithms based on pattern relevancy.

The prefetching and client-side caching techniques [3,4] are used to fetch the data
in advance and cache them in the main memory (primary memory) or solid-state drive
(SSD) caches. Therefore, the file blocks can be read from these caches rather than DFS
by the web application programs that are executing on that particular nodes. The time
required to read the file blocks from the caches (primary and SSD caches) maintained in the
nodes is less than the time required to read the same from DFS. Hence, the performance of
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read operations can be improved by reading the data from main memory and SSD caches
thereby reducing the disk accesses.

Nowadays we can find computer systems with hard disks and SSD for storage. Multi-
ple types of secondary storage devices are used in general, to improve file access perfor-
mance as SSDs are faster than hard disks [5]. The file system is maintained by the operating
system in the hard disk and SSD of modern computers. Therefore, the DFS utilized by
cloud computing platforms must be able to effectively utilize both of these storage media.
This study addresses the issue of effectively utilising multiple memory devices to reduce
read access time.

We have assumed a rack-organised DFS environment with a name node and global
cache node in one of the racks, and a set of data nodes in all racks with multiple storage
devices. We also introduced a new HRFP-based prefetching algorithm which prefetches
the highly relevant frequent patterns based on the relevancy value generated in each data
node. The patterns which are prefetched using the HRFP-based prefetching algorithm are
stored in the caches of each data node efficiently. Thus, an increase in the speed of serving
the read requests in the DFS is observed. For that, we have compared our HRFP algorithm
with existing algorithms from the literature in terms of the cache hit ratio and average
read access time. We observed that the proposed approach outperformed the algorithms
proposed in the literature.

The following are the contributions of this paper.

1. Proposed highly relevant frequent patterns-based prefetching algorithm to prefetch
the file blocks based on pattern relevancy.

2. Proposed multi-level caching algorithm to fill the data node caches and caches of
global cache node with prefetched file blocks in an efficient manner.

3. Introduced a novel relevancy-based replacement policy to replace the caches of data
nodes and global cache node whenever there is a need to create space for storing the
incoming patterns.

The structure of remaining paper is organized as follows. The related work is pre-
sented in Section 2 and the architecture of the proposed method is discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4, the procedure to identify highly relevant frequent patterns and our proposed
HRFP algorithm are discussed. Section 5 discusses the results and the conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The prefetching, caching, and cache replacement techniques addressed in the literature
are presented in this section.

2.1. Literature on Prefetching and Caching Techniques

In this subsection, the methods for prefetching and, the caching techniques proposed
in the literature are discussed.

The metadata activities are segregated from the data operations in the distributed
file system (DFS) environment. The authors of [6] introduced HR-Meta, a technique
for prefetching metadata depending on how file access sequences relate to one another.
This method prefetches the information of the files that were related to the requested file
whenever a certain file was requested by the client. To minimise the number of metadata
accesses, related file metadata that had already been prefetched was given to the client.
Prefetching and caching file data in client-side caches was not the main concern of the
authors in this case, which further hinders the performance of the DFS.

In [7], the authors developed a novel mechanism to merge file names to feature vectors
and trained a gated recurrent neural network to provide file prefetching strategies in order
to analyse application I/O access patterns and improve the performance of current file
systems. They mapped the names of files or directories into a high-dimensional vector
space using the proposed embedding technique to show the relationship between files.
They used a neural network to determine whether or not a file needed to be prefetched
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by providing an access sequence of files as input. The disadvantage here is prediction,
which has computational overhead. Furthermore, a lot of data is loaded into the cache,
but only a little of it is really used. Storage problems are caused by these excessive data-
loading operations.

In [8–10], the authors introduced the initiative data prefetching technique. The data
was prefetched by using prediction algorithms based on past disk accesses. Before the
prefetched data was requested, it was delivered to the appropriate client. There is often a
storage and computation burden, and the predictions may not be accurate in many situations.

In [11], data correlation-based prefetching was implemented. The prefetching method
employed in this method was based on text-based syntax analysis. The reference relations
used in this approach were used to prefetch the data from the files. This method prefetches
the files that were explicitly correlated (in the form of hyperlinks) in the target file when it
was requested. Since the correlated files were also prefetched together with the requested
file, which has a higher frequency, the files with a lower frequency and correlation to the
requested file may not be disregarded in this scenario, and maintaining them in the cache
may create a storage problem.

File data was prefetched using the intelligent pipe-lined prefetching strategy for
distributed systems known as IPODS based on the hints produced by web applications [12].
There will be more burden on client applications for generating hints to prefetch the data.
Hermes is a distributed and hierarchical I/O system [13], in which prefetching of the file
data was done using a server push strategy, which results in an increase of burden on servers
which may result in low performance. The authors of [14,15] introduced a prefetching
technique based on simple support. The data that was prefetched using support value is
cached without using multiple storage devices.

The authors of [16,17] presented prefetching methods that were applied at the file
system level (disk). The file access patterns that need to be prefetched were found using
frequent sequence pattern mining techniques. There may or may not always be a correlation
between the access patterns. The proposed methods might not work well if file requests
are interleaved or if access patterns vary often.

To increase I/O access performance, recent research [18] has recommended using
flash-based storage devices, phase-changing memory devices and dynamic RAMs for
caching [19–22]. In [23], a file system was proposed, that consists of solid-state drives
(SSDs) and non-volatile RAMs for specific applications that require long execution times.
All of these caching techniques addressed in the literature mainly concentrate on data
caching in local caches only.

To address flash memory access latency and cost constraints, the authors of [24] pre-
sented a hybrid main memory structure that combines dynamic RAM and flash storage with
a cluster-based migration mechanism positioned between them. To address performance
loss brought on by unforeseen memory access patterns, a regression-based prefetching
approach was developed. The drawback with this method is, the prefetching is based on
prediction which requires more computation.

Some researchers used the centralised cache approach to track access frequency and
notify data nodes to store popular data [25,26]. However, jobs that run on the same node are
the only ones that can use the cached data. Big data applications, cannot bring significant
performance improvement with those approaches.

Remote memory access was used by the developers of [27] to implement a novel
caching system in HDFS. A separate cache node was used to store the information of
cached data in each data node. All of the data nodes in the cluster have access to this cache
node. The data was cached based on frequency without considering the recentness is the
disadvantage of this approach.

In [28], the authors introduced cache performance optimization of the quality of experi-
ence framework for cloud computing servers. This paper presents a new cache replacement
algorithm for variable video file sizes, analyses the particular requirements for the multi-
terminal type of QoC framework, and provides an outline design for the client and server
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sides. It then describes the implementation details for the client and server sides and
concludes with a thorough functional and performance testing of the entire system. The dis-
advantage with this approach is increased complexity and memory usage. Optimizing
cache performance can involve adding additional layers of complexity to the system or ap-
plication. Furthermore, it often requires using more memory, which can be a disadvantage
in memory-constrained systems.

Several state-of-the-art multi-level caching techniques were proposed in the litera-
ture [29–32] which mainly concentrates on caching the data based on prediction by analyz-
ing the characteristics of I/O accesses. The authors of [33] predicted the life time of files
by analyzing the access frequency of the files. The authors in [34] proposed WorkflowRL
method which manages the data in the multi-level storage systems based on reinforce-
ment learning. These approaches mainly rely on prediction which involves computational
overhead. Moreover, the prediction may not be precise for all types of workloads.

Several access frequency based caching methods for big data applications have been
proposed in [35–38]. Hyperbolic caching [39] is a priority-based caching technique in which
the priority is determined by the frequency of access after entering into the cache. The new
file blocks without access frequency cannot withstand with these approaches and the old
file blocks with access frequency that are already in cache persists for longer times.

The existing prefetching and caching approaches focus only on prefetching file blocks
based on support, hints generation, and machine learning approaches and caching the
same without considering multilevel memory devices. In this research, we introduced a
new HRFP-based prefetching and caching algorithm based on the relevancy value. This
algorithm reduces the number of disk accesses by allowing the majority of read requests
made by client application programs to be fulfilled from the client-side caches kept in
those specific data nodes. This decrease in disk access will shorten the read access time of
the DFS.

2.2. Replacement Policies

Several replacement policies have been introduced in the literature ([40–43]) which are
based on machine learning approaches. In [44,45], for web caching, a replacement method
combining classification models were presented. These studies used the percentage of
objects reuse to decide victim which is to be replaced from the cache. Even though these
machine learning replacement methods bring benefits, they require more computational
capacity which involves the updation of data for every data access in the memory.

In [4], the authors discussed several replacement procedures based on frequency, size,
and weight considerations. Least recently used (LRU) is a recency-based policy that replaces
the object that has been accessed the fewest times with a new object that has just arrived
while taking into account the frequency of the replaced object’s access. Least frequently
used (LFU) policies, which are frequency-based, replace cache items whose frequency was
lower and don’t focus on how recently an object has been utilized. A replacement policy
called SIZE replaces an object by taking its size into account; as a result, larger files are
replaced first rather than the files which are accessed recently and frequently.

All the replacement policies addressed in the literature mainly focus on replacing
the objects based on some factors like frequency, recentness and size. Some replacement
policies were also proposed based on machine learning methods which involve complex
computations. In this research, we proposed a novel relevancy-based replacement policy
for file block access patterns and a migration technique for moving the evicted patterns
to the global cache node or SSD cache of the same node based on relevancy value. So, we
can save the evicted pattern if its relevancy value is higher than the patterns stored in the
global cache node or SSD cache of the same node.

The following Table 1 summarizes the related work.
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Table 1. Related work.

Reference Approach Limitations

J. Zhang et al. [6] HR-Meta Client-side prefetching
was not considered.

H. Chen et al. [7] RNN based prefetching Computational Overhead is high

G.O. Ganfure et al. [46] Deeprefetcher Overhead of tranining
neural network models.

G. Cherubini et al. [47] Prefetching was done based
on machine learning models

Computational and
storage overhead are high.

Y. Chen et al. [11] Data correlation based
prefetching

Files which are not popular
were also prefetched.

M.M. Al Assaf et al. [12] IPODS Overhead on clients to
generate hints.

A. Kougkas et al. [13] Hermes Overhead on servers.

J. Liao et al. [8–10] Initiative data prefetching Low-level file system
serves the I/O requests.

R. Gopisetty et al. [14,15] Support-based prefetching Multi-level memories were
not considered.

S. Jiang et al. [16] DiskSeen Prefetching errors are high
if file requests are interleaved.

Z. Li et al. [17] C-miner
Prefetching may not be accurate
if the file sequence access pattern

changes regularly.

H. Herodotou et al. [25]
T. Yoshimura et al. [26] Centralized caching approach Limited to single computer

system.

H. Li et al. [48] Shared Cache

approach
The data was cached

irrespective
of popularity.

S. K. Yoon et al. [20,21]
S. Huang et al. [19]

N. Niu et al. [22]

Flash- based caching
approach

Not effective for big data
applications

D. Akbari bengar et al. [40]
M. Sabeghi et al. [41]

P. Aimtongkham et al. [42]
Y. Wang et al. [43]

Machine learning based
replacement policies Computational overhead is high

W. Ali et al. [4] LRU, LFU, SIZE
These policies won’t consider

frequency and recency
in a combined manner.

3. Architecture of Distributed File System

We have considered a rack-organized architecture for deploying the DFS as shown in
Figure 1. Every rack has a switch attached to it, and all of those switches are linked to one
main switch that is connected to the router for internet usage. The metadata information
of file blocks stored on the data nodes (Dnodes) is maintained by the name node (Nnode).
The Nnode consists of a metadata controller for managing activities related to metadata.
In addition, Nnode has DFS server software installed on it. All applications running
in the Dnodes can access a global cache directory maintained by the global cache node
(Gnode). To store the file blocks, the Gnode consists of a local cache (Gnode_LC) and
an SSD cache (Gnode_SC) and it has local and SSD cache controllers for handling the
I/O requests. For performing prefetch activities, the Gnode additionally has a prefetch
controller. The Dnode has local and SSD caches (Dnode_LC and Dnode_SC), and a hard
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disk (disk) to store files and file blocks. The Dnodes have separate local and SSD cache
controllers and also have a prefetch controller for handling prefetch-related activities.
The Dnodes also have DFS server software installed on it. The Dnodes have a log to store
the file and file block ids that are accessed by the client programs. The Nnode, Gnode,
and set of Dnodes are arranged in rack organization and the Nnode and Gnode are present
in one of the racks.

Figure 1. Rack organization of Nnode, Gnode, and Dnodes.

4. Proposed Work

This section covers the procedure for identifying the highly relevant frequent patterns
(HRFPs) first. Next, the proposed HRFP-based algorithm is discussed. Then, the read and
write algorithms followed in the DFS are explained. Lastly, the replacement procedure for
HRFPs, is discussed.

4.1. Identification of HRFPs

This section discusses the procedure for identifying the HRFPs based on the rele-
vancy value of the file block access pattern. As mentioned in the previous Section 3, all
Dnodes maintain logs with the details of file block requests that are initiated by the client
application programs.

The support values for all the files that are present in the log entries of the Dnodes are
computed first. The number of entries of a file fid and the total number of entries in the log
is divided by each other to determine the support value for that file. The files with 60%
of support value [15] are considered popular files and are stored in popular_files_list. Next,
the file block access patterns are identified for each popular file specified in popular_files_list
by computing the confidence value. Let us assume that the, session of file blocks in the log
is represented as [fid Bx By. . . Bz]. The confidence value for a pattern [Bx By] of a file fid is
calculated as a fraction of the total number of times the pattern fid[B fx By] appears in the
log of a Dnode and the total number of times fid[Bx] appears in the log [49]. The patterns
along with the confidence value are stored in a localconf_patterns_list. Then, the relevancy
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value for each pattern of a file is calculated by multiplying that file support value with the
confidence value of that pattern.

The reason for multiplying the file support value with the confidence value of the
pattern is to ensure that the highly popular patterns are prefetched. There may be files with
low support values and patterns with high confidence values indicating that the popularity
of the file is low and its patterns confidence is high. In this regard, we have multiplied
the file support value by the confidence value of the pattern so that we may not lose the
patterns with a high confidence value. After calculating the relevancy value for all the
patterns, they are stored in local_patterns_list in the decreasing order of the relevancy value.
The procedure for identifying the local HRFPs is described in the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Identification of local HRFPs

1. for each file fid in the log of Dnode do
2. calculate support value for fid
3. if(support(fid) ≥ sfid_th) then
4. add fid with support value to popular_files_list
5. sort popular_files_list in descending order of support value
6. end for
7. for each pattern of fid in popular_files_list
8. calculate confidence value for the pattern
9. add patterns with confidence value to localconf_patterns_list
10. calculate relevancy value for the patterns
11. add patterns with relevancy value to local_patterns_list
12. sort local_patterns_list in descending order of relevancy value.
13. Add patterns to local_HRFPs_list
14. end for

Next, the globally popular files are identified by calculating the global support value.
The global support value of a file is computed using the fraction of the number of times a
file ID appears in the log entries of Dnodes and the total number of log entries in Dnodes.
The files with 60% support value are called global popular files and these files are saved
in global_popular_files_list. Then for all global popular files, file block access patterns are
identified by computing the global confidence value. The global confidence value for a
pattern [Bx By] of a file fid is computed as a fraction of the total number of times fid[Bx By]
appears in the entries of the logs in all Dnodes and the total number of times fid[Bx] appears
in the entries of the logs in all Dnodes. The patterns along with the confidence value are
stored in globalconf_patterns_list. The relevancy value for all the patterns are calculated
globally and are stored in global_patterns_list in the decreasing order of the relevancy value.
The steps for identifying the global HRFPs are described in the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Identification of global HRFPs

1. for each file fid in the log do
2. calculate global support value for fid
3. if(global support(fid) ≥ sfid_th) then
4. add fid with global support value to global_popular_files_list
5. sort global_popular_files_list in descending order of global support value
6. end for
7. for each pattern of fid in global_popular_files_list
8. calculate global confidence value for the pattern
9. add patterns with global confidence value to globalconf_patterns_list
10. calculate the global relevancy value for all the patterns
11. add patterns with relevancy value to global_patterns_list
12. sort global_patterns_list in descending order of global confidence value.
13. Add patterns to global_HRFPs_list
14. end for
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4.2. The HRFP-Based Prefetching and Caching Algorithm

We discuss the procedure for prefetching HRFPs from the DFS and caching them in
local Dnodes followed by the procedure for prefetching and caching the global HRFPs in
Gnode based on the relevancy value in this subsection.

4.2.1. Prefetching and Caching in Dnodes

Initially, the local HRFPs are identified by following the procedure described in
Algorithm 1. After identifying the local HRFPs, they are stored in the local_HRFPs_list.
Then, the HRFPs that are specified in the local_HRFPs_list are prefetched from the DFS and
are cached in the multi-level storage devices (Dnode_LC and Dnode_SC) of all the Dnodes
that are available in the DFS based on their respective sizes. The steps for prefetching
the HRFPs and caching the same based on relevancy value in the Dnodes is presented in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Prefetching and Caching in Dnodes

1. for each Dnode
2. while Dnode_LC && Dnode_SC are not full
3. for each HRFP of fid in local_HRFPs_list do
4. for i=1 to Dnode_LC_MAX
5. prefetch HRFPi from DFS to Dnode_LC
6. end for
7. if Dnode_LC is full
8. for i= Dnode_LC_MAX + 1 to Dnode_SC_MAX
9. prefetch HRFPi from DFS to Dnode_SC
10. end for
11. end if
12. end for
13. end while

4.2.2. Prefetching and Caching in Gnode

The global HRFPs are identified by following the procedure described in Algo-
rithm 2 and are stored in global_HRFPs_list. From global_HRFPs_list, the global HRFPs are
prefetched from the DFS and cached the same in the client-side caches (Gnode_LC and
Gnode_SC) maintained in Gnode. The process followed for prefetching the global HRFPs
and caching the same in the Gnode is presented in the following Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Prefetching and Caching in Gnode

1. while Gnode_LC && Gnode_SC are not full
2. for each HRFP of fid in global_HRFPs_list do
3. for i=1 to Gnode_LC_MAX
4. prefetch HRFPi from DFS to Gnode_LC
5. end for
6. if Gnode_LC is full
7. for i= Gnode_LC_MAX + 1 to Gnode_SC_MAX
8. prefetch HRFPi from DFS to Gnode_SC
9. end for
10. end if
11. end for
12. end while
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4.3. Procedures for Read and Write in the DFS

We discuss the read, write, and replacement procedures followed by the DFS in
this section.

4.3.1. Procedure for Reading from DFS

The default procedure for reading a file block (fb) which is initiated by a client process
(CP) executing on a Dnode from the DFS is as follows:

1. The DFS client software (DFSCP) installed in Dnode makes communication with
Nnode on behalf of CP to get the addresses of Dnodes where the fb was present.

2. The Nnode sends the Dnode addresses where the fb was stored.
3. After receiving the addresses from Nnode, DFSCP communicates with the nearby

Dnode for reading fb and delivering it to the CP.

The proposed read procedure for reading fb which is requested by the CP executing
in a Dnode is depicted in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of proposed read procedure.

The steps involved for reading the fb are explained below:

1. Checks for fb in Dnode_LC.
2. fb is delivered to CP.
3. Checks for fb in Gnode_LC.
4. fb is transferred to Dnode_LC and delivered to CP.
5. Checks for fb in Dnode_SC.
6. fb is transferred to Dnode_LC and delivered to CP.
7. Checks for fb in Gnode_SC.
8. fb is transferred to Dnode_LC and delivered to CP.
9. Contacts Nnode and checks in the file system for fb.
10. fb is transferred to Dnode_LC and delivered to CP.

The Algorithm 5 explains the proposed read procedure to read a fb which is requested
by the CP executing in a particular Dnode.
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Algorithm 5 Proposed read algorithm

1. if fb is present in Dnode_LC of Dnode
2. CP reads fb from Dnode_LC
3. else if fb is present in Gnode_LC of Gnode
4. fb is read from Gnode_LC of Gnode and provided to CP
5. copy fb to Dnode_LC of Dnode
6. if Dnode_LC of Dnode is full
7. Follow relevancy-based replacement policy
8. end if
9. else if fb is present in Dnode_SC of Dnode
10. fb is read from Donde_SC of Dnode and provided to CP
11. else if fb is present in Gnode_SC of Gnode
12. fb is read from Gnode_SC of Gnode and provided to CP
13. copy fb to Dnode_LC of Dnode
14. if Dnode_LC of Dnode is full
15. Follow relevancy-based replacement policy
16. end if
17. else
18. Follow default read procedure
19. end if

4.3.2. Relevancy-Based Replacement Policy

Replacement policies are useful for creating space for the entry of new blocks whenever
a miss in the cache appears. We have introduced a relevancy-based replacement policy
for patterns that increases the hit ratio and at the same time decrease the read access time
of the DFS. Whenever Dnode_LC of Dnode where the request initiated is full, the HRFP
with the lowest relevancy value is evicted creating space for the HRFP where the requested
fb is a member. The evicted pattern is either placed in the Gnode_LC of the Gnode or
Dnode_SC of Dnode based on the relevancy value of the evicted HRFP to avoid losing
patterns which have relevancy value higher than the existing patterns already present in
the caches (Gnode_LC and Dnode_SC).

The relevancy-based replacement policy for HRFPs whenever the Dnode_LC and
Dnode_SC of Dnodes and Gnode_LC and Gnode_SC of Gnode are full, is described in
Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Relevancy-based replacement policy

1. if Dnode_LC of Dnode is full
2. Remove the HRFP which has lowest relevancy value
3. calculate relevancy for removed HRFP globally
4.if (global relevancy >= Gnode_LC’s lowest relevancy value)
5. add HRFP to Gnode_LC
6. if Gnode_LC is full
7. Remove the HRFP which has lowest relevancy value
8. end if
9. end if
10.else
11. add HRFP to Dnode_SC of Dnode
12. if Dnode_SC of Dnode is full
13. Remove the HRFP which has lowest relevancy value
14. end if
15. end if

4.3.3. Write Procedure

The following is the default write procedure to write fb on to the DFS:
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1. The DFSCP on behalf of the CP running in the Dnode communicates with the Nnode
to retrieve addresses of Dnodes where it has to write the fb.

2. Based on the replication factor, Nnode gives the addresses of the Dnodes.
3. The CP begins to write data in the Dnode where it is requested after obtaining the

Dnode addresses. It transfers the data to the remaining Dnodes for writing purposes
in a pipelined fashion.

The proposed write procedure for writing fb in the DFS is as follows:

1. If fb already exists, invalidate all the existing entries in the Dnode and Gnode caches.
2. If fb does not exist, then the default write procedure is followed to write fb.

The following Algorithm 7 explains the proposed write procedure to write fb which is
initiated by a CP running in a particular Dnode.

Algorithm 7 Proposed write algorithm

1. for each Dnode
2. if fb is present in Dnode_LC, Dnode_SC of Dnode and Gnode_LC, Gnode_SC of
Gnode
3. invalidate fb
4. else
5. write fb in Dnode_LC of Dnode using default write procedure
6. if Dnode_LC of Dnode is full
7. follow relevancy-based replacement policy
8. end if
9. end if
10. end for

4.4. Re-Initiation of Prefetching

Initially, all the caches present in Dnodes and Gnode are filled with the local and global
HRFPs that are prefetched using the HRFP-based prefetching algorithm. The prefetching
process is restarted whenever the Lcache and GLcache hit ratio of the Dnodes and Gnode
falls below the threshold which is defined based on [14]. The hit ratio of all Dnodes and
Gnode is monitored by a background task separately. All the other activities in the DFS
environment will run simultaneously with this task. Prefetch re-initiation is done without
interrupting other activities. The HRFPs are then filled in the corresponding Dnodes and
Gnode caches after prefetching. Fresh requests of client programs are recorded as the latest
log entries, and the old entries are deleted.

5. Simulation Experiments

First, we outline the assumptions that are considered for conducting simulation exper-
iments in this section. Next, we discuss the procedure for data set generation and experi-
mental setup for conducting experiments. Lastly, the simulation results are presented.

5.1. List of Assumptions

The list of assumptions made for carrying out the simulation experiments are

1. DFS with one lakh files and ten thousand file blocks per file.
2. File block size was considered as 32 KB.
3. Time to fetch a file block from local cache of Dnode is 0.0008 milliseconds (ms) [50].
4. Time to fetch a file block from SSD of Dnode is 0.0104 milliseconds [51].
5. Reading from disk of Dnode requires 3.5 ms [52].
6. 0.032 ms to read a file block from remote memory of same rack and 0.045 ms to read

from different rack.
7. The delay to transfer file block from remote memory is 0.04 ms [53].
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5.2. Simulation

In this section, we first explain how to generate a data set that simulates a real work-
load, and then we discuss the configuration needed to run the simulation tests.

5.2.1. Data Set Generation

A dataset (log) has been generated that mirrors a realistic workload following the
technique described in [54]. File and block frequencies are generated using the Zipf
distribution [55]. The maximum frequency for files is 500 and file blocks are set to 1000.
The daily requests are simulated in intervals using a Poisson distribution. Each interval
has a thousand requests. All intervals are merged according to their arrival order and
considered as a complete log.

5.2.2. Experimental Setup

We have used a DFS architecture which we discussed in Section 3 to carry out the
simulation experiments. A log (eighty percent read requests and twenty percent write
requests) is generated [56], as stated in the preceding subsection. A file access session is
represented as a log entry. we have assumed that five to fifteen blocks have been accessed
by the CP in each session. From these details, we have extracted HRFPs for every file based
on relevancy values. Then, the prefetched HRFPs are cached in Dnode_LC, Dnode_SC,
Gnode_LC, and Gnode_SC using the procedure described in the previous section. We
considered one lakh sessions of requests for every simulation run to calculate the average
read access time (ARAT). We have compared the performance of our HRFP algorithm
with Hadoop without caching(HDFS [57]), Hadoop with caching (Dcache) [27], SBFBAP
(support-based frequent patterns prefetching and caching) algorithm [58], Support-based
prefetching and (SBMS) algorithm [15] by following multi-level caching. Furthermore we
also tested the HRFP algorithm performance with LRU (least recently used) [4] replacement
policy rather than using a relevancy-based replacement procedure.

5.2.3. Experimental Results

The simulation results using the proposed HRFP algorithm and other existing algo-
rithms from the literature are shown in this section.

Figure 3 shows the performance of ARAT using proposed HRFP and HRFP-LRU
algorithms and the existing SBMS, SBFBAP, HDFS, and Dcache algorithms. The results are
collected by increasing the size of Dnode_LC from 100 to 500 file blocks and Dnode_SC
from 1000 to 5000 file blocks respectively. The size of Gnode_LC and Gnode_SC are fixed
to 3000, 5000 and 30,000, 50,000 file blocks respectively.

From Figure 3, we found that the proposed HRFP and HRFP-LRU algorithms are
performing better than the existing SBFBAP, SBMS, Dcache, and HDFS algorithms. This
indicates that the patterns which have high relevancy value tend to be requested again
and again in the future. We also found that the proposed HRFP algorithm which follows a
relevancy-based replacement policy works better than the LRU replacement policy.

Next, the hit ratio (Hratio) of the local caches of Dnodes using the proposed and
existing algorithms is shown in Figure 4. The Hratio is noted by varying the size of
Dnode_LC in the Dnodes from 100 to 500 file blocks and the Dnode_SC size from 1000
to 5000 file blocks. The size of Gnode_LC is set to 3000, 5000 file blocks, and the size of
Gnode_SC is set to 30,000, 50,000 file blocks.

We can notice that the Hratio of the local caches in Dnodes is high in the HRFP
algorithm than in the HRFP_LRU algorithm, which in turn has resulted in high Hratio than
the existing SBFBAP, SBMS, and Dcache algorithms. We have also observed that when the
local cache size is increased, the Dnode_LC Hratio is also improved.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Figures (a,b) represent Average read access time in milliseconds when the size of Gnode_LC
is set to 3000, 5000 file blocks and size of Gnode_SC is 30,000, 50,000 file blocks respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Figures (a,b) shows Hratio of Dnode_LC in Dnodes when the size of Gnode_LC is set to
3000, 5000 file blocks and size of Gnode_Sc is 30,000, 50,000 file blocks respectively.

In Figure 5, the trend in the Hratio of SSD caches in Dnodes is depicted. The size of
Dnode_SC is varied from 1000 to 5000 file blocks and the Dnode_LC size in Dnodes is
varied from 100 to 500 file blocks. The sizes of Gnode_LC and Gnode_SC are fixed to 3000,
5000 and 30,000, 50,000 file blocks, respectively.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Figures (a,b) shows Hratio of Dnode_SC in Dnodes when the size of Gnode_LC is set to
3000, 5000 file blocks and size of Gnode_SC is 30,000, 50,000 file blocks respectively.

We have observed high SSD cache Hratio in the proposed HRFP algorithm than in
the HRFP_LRU algorithm. We have also observed that the HRFP_LRU algorithm has high
Hratio than the SBFBAP, SBMS, and Dcache algorithms. The SSD cache Hratio increased if
we increased the size of the Dnode_SC.

In Figure 6, the Gnode_LC and Gnode_SC Hratio for the HRFP, HRFP_LRU, and the ex-
isting algorithms are shown. The Hratio is calculated by varying Dnode_LC and Dnode_SC
sizes of Dnodes from 100 to 500 file blocks and 1000 to 5000 file blocks, respectively, while
Gnode_LC and Gnode_SC sizes are fixed to 3000, 5000, 30,000, and 50,000 file blocks.

We observe that the Hratio of Gnode_LC and Gnode_SC of Gnode increases with
respect to the size of the cache. We have noticed high Hratio for the proposed HRFP
algorithm than the HRFP_LRU algorithm. The HRFP_LRU algorithm has high Hratio than
the other algorithms. From these observations, we can say that the HRFP algorithm is
performing better than the other algorithms.

The ARAT performance improvement of the proposed algorithms in comparison to
existing algorithms from the literature is summarised in the Table 2 below. The results
shown in Table 2 indicate that the HRFP algorithm outperformed the HDFS, Dcache,
SBMS and SBFBAP algorithms by 53%, 41%, 34%, and 22%, respectively. The HRFP_LRU
algorithm also showed a performance improvement of 44%, 36%, 23%, 15% in comparison
with the HDFS, Dcache, SBMS and SBFBAP algorithms respectively.

Table 2. Improvement of proposed algorithms performance in terms of ARAT compared with existing
algorithms from literature.

Proposed Algorithms
Existing Algorithms

HDFS Dcache SBMS SBFBAP

HRFP 53% 41% 34% 22%

HRFP_LRU 44% 36% 23% 15%
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Figures (a–d) shows Hratio of GLcache and GScache when the sizes of them are set to 3000,
5000 file blocks and 30,000, 50,000 file blocks.

Overall, we can come to conclusion that the HRFP-based prefetching, caching, and re-
placement algorithm performs well than the HRFP_LRU, SBFBAP, SBMS, Dcache, HDFS
algorithms with different cache sizes in Dnodes and Gnode from the obtained results.
The reason for the better performance of the HRFP algorithm is that we have given impor-
tance to the highly popular patterns by considering the relevancy value. The HRFP_LRU
algorithms achieved the next best performance indicating that the proposed HRFP algo-
rithm works better with relevancy-based replacement than LRU replacement because if we
replace a least recently used file block access pattern, we may lose a pattern that may have
a higher relevancy value. The SBFBAP algorithm performs better than the SBMS, Dcache,
and HDFS algorithms in which simple support is considered for the patterns for prefetching
and caching purposes. The SBMS and Dcache algorithms showed less performance because
the file blocks are prefetched instead of patterns based on simple support value and these
algorithms do not follow multi-level caching. Lastly, the HDFS algorithm achieved poor
performance because all the requested file blocks are served from the file system as there is
no concept of client-side caching.
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5.2.4. Discussion

We believe that the HRFP algorithm can be useful for social media applications like
Facebook, LinkedIn, Amazon and so on. For example consider Facebook, where each user
accesses this application in different ways. While accessing a page on Facebook some files
and file blocks are requested from the node where the application is running. Every user
produces a pattern of accessing the pages of an application. Most of the users use some
pages more frequently and some pages very less frequently which forms frequent file block
access patterns for every user. We generated a log based on this type of workload using
medisyn, and Zipf distribution as discussed in Section 5.2.1 to test our proposed algorithms.
Finally, we can conclude that the proposed HRFP algorithm with the relevancy-based
replacement is performing better than the remaining algorithms as it requires less read
access time than the other approaches.

6. Conclusions

In this research, we proposed highly relevant frequent pattern-based prefetching,
caching, and replacement algorithms. The support value of the file and the confidence
value of the pattern are used for calculating the relevancy value for the file block access
patterns. After identifying the highly relevant frequent patterns, they are prefetched from
the DFS and cached in the multi-level memories of the DFS environment we considered.
We observed that the performance of our proposed algorithms when compared with the
existing Support-based frequent block access pattern prefetching and caching algorithm,
Hadoop distributed file system with and without caching, and the proposed algorithm
with LRU replacement. Our simulation findings show that the proposed highly relevant
frequent pattern-based prefetching and caching algorithm outperforms the other techniques
addressed in the literature when employing the relevancy-based replacement policy. In the
future, we wish to use the Hadoop distributed file system to implement the proposed
algorithms and evaluate their effectiveness.
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